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Introduction {#sec005}
============

Widespread screening of women with the Papanicolaou test has led to a substantial decrease in incidence and mortality due to cervical cancer in countries where it has been systematically implemented \[[@pone.0119755.ref001],[@pone.0119755.ref002]\]. However, cervical cancer screening programs based on cytology have yielded significantly poorer results in countries where screening was not implemented systematically, especially in developing countries (<http://globocan.iarc.fr/Pages/fact_sheets_cancer.aspx>). Low coverage and poor patient compliance, subjective interpretation of results, in conjunction with factors concerning public health and legal issues, are some of the possible reasons for the substandard results that have been noted in cytology-based screening \[[@pone.0119755.ref003]\].

During the recent decades consensus has been reached on the direct relationship between HPV infection and cervical carcinogenesis \[[@pone.0119755.ref004],[@pone.0119755.ref005]\], and it has been demonstrated that HPV infection is a necessary condition for the development of pre-invasive and invasive cervical cancer \[[@pone.0119755.ref006],[@pone.0119755.ref007]\]. Currently more than 200 HPV types have been identified and those infecting the cervix have been categorized according to their oncogenic potential as high-risk (HR), (i.e.) with sufficient evidence for the causation of cervical cancer (16 -- the most potent type -, 18, 31, 33, 35, 39, 45, 51, 52, 56, 58, and 59), possible high-risk, (i.e.) with limited evidence for the causation of cervical cancer (26, 53, 66, 67, 68, 70, 73, 82), and not classifiable as to their carcinogenicity to humans (6, 11) \[[@pone.0119755.ref008]\].

As HR-HPV types are detected in more than 99% of invasive cancer cases and in the vast majority of high-grade pre-invasive cases, HPV detection may be a reasonable alternative as a screening test for the detection of precursor lesions that would progress to cancer if not treated. In fact, the detection of HR-HPV types is considered today, by many, as a better method of screening than cytology \[[@pone.0119755.ref009]--[@pone.0119755.ref015]\].

Several studies have demonstrated that HPV screening is more sensitive in the detection of high-grade transformative lesions and cancer than the Papanicolaou test \[[@pone.0119755.ref016]--[@pone.0119755.ref020]\], as well as in preventing mortality from this disease \[[@pone.0119755.ref015],[@pone.0119755.ref021]\]. In addition, a negative result in HPV testing allows for a greater time interval before repeat screening becomes necessary as compared to a normal Papanicolaou test result, allowing for less frequent testing and increased patient compliance with screening programs \[[@pone.0119755.ref014],[@pone.0119755.ref022],[@pone.0119755.ref023]\].

The main disadvantage of HPV testing as a primary screening technique is the relatively high incidence of false positive cases (low specificity). This is because the majority of HR-HPV infections are transient and will not result in diseases, particularly among younger women. The risk of this occurring depends partly on the specific HPV type \[[@pone.0119755.ref024]--[@pone.0119755.ref026]\], but also on genetic \[[@pone.0119755.ref027]\] and/or environmental factors, such as tobacco smoking \[[@pone.0119755.ref028]\].

Therefore, the improvement of the performance of systematic cervical cancer screening that is initially based on HPV testing depends on the implementation of secondary triage techniques which, within the group of HPV-positive women, will identify that sub-group of women with an especially high risk of developing pre-invasive or invasive lesions. One of the approaches that has been proposed is the identification of the HPV type. Women infected with HPV16 and/or HPV18 are more likely to develop intermediate grade CIN (CIN2) or worse lesions than women infected by other high-risk genotypes \[[@pone.0119755.ref029]\]. According to the large Portland Kaiser Cohort study, the 10-year cumulative probability of lesions CIN3 or worse was 17.2% for HPV16+ women and 13.6% for HPV18+ women, but only 3.0% for women positive for high-risk HPV but negative for HPV16 or HPV18 \[[@pone.0119755.ref024]\]. Similar results were reported for the 16-year cumulative probability of the same cohort \[[@pone.0119755.ref030]\].

Finally, before the implementation of HPV testing as a primary tool in a country's screening program, the particular method used for the detection of HPV DNA should be tested in the country's setting, as performance might not be similar between tests and countries. Indeed a meta-analysis has shown that there is considerable heterogeneity between studies depending both on the geographic location of the study and the type of HPV test used \[[@pone.0119755.ref031]\]. Based on this, the "HERMES" (HEllenic Real life Multicentric cErvical Screening) study group has performed the present multicentric study in the framework of general-population preventive cervical cancer screening in Greece, having as primary objective to examine the effectiveness and the accuracy of the cobas HPV test (Roche Molecular Systems, Pleasanton, CA, USA) as a primary technique in comparison to the established cytological method. The secondary objective was the formulation and evaluation of various triage algorithms after two rounds of screening. Here the results from the first round of screening are presented.

This is the only multicentric study that assesses the performance of a U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved HPV test in various University Hospitals, Public Hospitals and Family Centers in Greece.

Materials and Methods {#sec006}
=====================

Study Population {#sec007}
----------------

Women aged 25--55 attending routine cervical screening at the outpatient clinics of nine Gynecology Departments (2 in Athens, 4 in Thessaloniki, 1 in Larissa, 1 in Patras and 1 in Alexandroupolis) were asked to be enrolled in the study. Exclusion criteria were current pregnancy, current or previous history of CIN in the past five years, follow up for cytological abnormalities and hysterectomy.

Study design {#sec008}
------------

From April 2011 until September 2013 women attending regular preventive cervical cancer screening procedures were informed of the study rationale and purpose and asked to provide written informed consent. At each visit (screening round) samples were collected for initial cytological evaluation. After that an aliquot of the remaining sample was used for HPV DNA testing.

The flowchart of the study design is presented in [Fig. 1](#pone.0119755.g001){ref-type="fig"}. The study design specifies that women with negative HPV DNA test and cytology results will be retested 3 years after the first visit. Women found positive either for cytology (ASCUS or worse) or HPV DNA testing (14HR HPV positive) undergo colposcopy examination in each OB/GYN Department involved. Upon the presence of abnormal colposcopic findings, multiple focal biopsies and/or endocervical curettage (ECC) should be taken. If there were no abnormal colposcopic findings the women will be recalled for HPV DNA testing and cytology examination one year after the initial testing. At the time of the second visit if HPV DNA testing and cytology are negative, women will be retested 3 years after the second visit, whereas if any of these tests is positive, colposcopy/biopsy will be performed.

![Flowchart of the study design.\
This article presents the results of the first screening round (cross-sectional phase) of a longitudinal screening test accuracy study.](pone.0119755.g001){#pone.0119755.g001}

Cytology Testing {#sec009}
----------------

Samples were collected using the specially designed trident-shaped Cervex Brush (Rovers Medical Devices, B.V. Oss, The Netherlands) according to the manufacturer's instructions. The brush was rotated five times in a clockwise direction taking a sample from the outer and inner cervix and cervical domes. After sample collection, the broom-type sampling device was directly immersed in the collection fluid (ThinPrep, Hologic, Bedford, MA, USA). The vial was hermetically sealed, and a pre-printed barcode tag was affixed for specimen identification. A fraction was used for cytology examination, while the remainder was transported within two weeks to the laboratory where HPV DNA testing was conducted.

Cytology smear examination was conducted at the corresponding cytology laboratories of the hospitals cooperating in the study as per usual practice. The cytologists were not aware of the HPV DNA test results, nor were the molecular biologists of the cytology results. Classification of the cytology results was conducted according to the Bethesda 2001 directive \[[@pone.0119755.ref032]\]. Positive findings, therefore fulfilling criteria for colposcopy referral, were considered as those classified as ASCUS or worse (ASCUS+).

HPV DNA testing {#sec010}
---------------

Following cytology, an aliquot of the collected sample was transported within two weeks under a controlled temperature environment of 2--30°C to the Laboratory of Hygiene and Environmental Protection / Laboratory of Microbiology of the Democritus University of Thrace in Alexandroupolis, where HPV DNA testing was conducted. The collected samples were analysed for the detection of the genome of 14 high-risk Human Papilloma Viruses (HPV DNA testing) and for individual identification of HPV16/18, using the cobas HPV test by Roche.

The cobas 4800 HPV PCR master mix includes primers and fluorescently labeled probes to detect the DNA of 14 high-risk (HR) HPV types (16, 18, 31, 33, 35, 39, 45, 51, 52, 56, 58, 59, 66 and 68) and human beta-globin, which acts as a measure of human cellularity in the specimen. Specifically, the cobas HPV test employs primers that amplify a region of approximately 200 base pairs within the L1 polymorphic region of the HPV genome. The fluorescent signal from twelve HR types of HPV (12HR HPV) (31, 33, 35, 39, 45, 51, 52, 56, 58, 59, 66 and 68) is detected using the same fluorescent label, while the HPV 16, HPV 18 and beta-globin signals are detected with three separate spectrally unique fluorescent labels, respectively. The distinct individual wavelengths characterizing each label allow for simultaneous genotyping of HPV 16 and HPV 18 amplicon separately from the twelve other HR types.

Colposcopy and histological examination {#sec011}
---------------------------------------

According to the study design, women found positive either for cytology or HPV DNA testing underwent colposcopy in each OB/GYN Department involved, by an experienced specialist. In addition, 106 randomly selected women with normal cytology findings and a negative HPV DNA test were referred for colposcopy (2.6% of the total of patients taking part in the first screening round). Upon the presence of abnormal or suspicious for invasion colposcopic findings -ASSIST colposcopy Code 1--3 \[[@pone.0119755.ref033]\] corresponding to the 2011 colposcopic terminology of the International Federation for Cervical Pathology and Colposcopy \[[@pone.0119755.ref034]\]-, multiple focal biopsies and/or ECC were taken from the abnormal area of the cervix. ECC was performed in case of invisible transformation zone. If the biopsy/ECC results were normal, the women were recalled for HPV DNA testing and cytology examination after one year. If the biopsy revealed CIN1 lesions, the women were re-examined after 6 months. In case the biopsy revealed CIN2 or worse (CIN2+) lesions, the patients were immediately referred for treatment. The primary endpoint of the study was the histological diagnosis of CIN2 or worse, and, as mentioned, such women were offered treatment and exited the study. After the treatment, when two different histopathology results had been obtained \[i.e. from the biopsies/ECC and from the large loop excision of the transformation zone (LLETZ) or conisation\], the more severe of the two results was considered as final diagnosis. Histology examination was conducted in each of the cooperating hospitals, and the pathologists were aware of the cytology and colposcopy result, but not of the HPV DNA test result. Pathological findings (CIN of any degree) were independently re-assessed by an independent specialized pathologist. If there was consensus in the diagnosis, the specimens were not re-examined. If consensus was not reached after the second examination, a third independent specialized pathologist examined the specimen in question so that at the end a two out of three decision was made.

Statistical Analysis {#sec012}
--------------------

The objective of screening is the detection of lesions CIN2 or worse. For 80% statistical validity and a statistical significance level p = 0.05, 44 cases of CIN2+ are required in order to detect reliably an increase in sensitivity from 75% to 96%. Using a calculated prevalence of 1.1% for CIN2+ \[[@pone.0119755.ref019],[@pone.0119755.ref035]\], the required number of women would be approximately 4,000 per screening round.

The following diagnostic accuracy indices with 95% confidence intervals (CI) were calculated for LBC and HPV testing: Sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV), negative predictive value (NPV), positive likelihood ratio (PLR) and negative likelihood ratio (NLR). For LBC two positivity thresholds were examined (ASCUS+ and LSIL+). From the HPV test results the accuracy indices of positivity for 14 types, of positivity for types 16 &18 and of type 16 only were calculated. The accuracy indices of the combination of positive LBC (ASCUS+, LSIL+ or HSIL+) and HPV 16 only and HPV16 or HPV 18 positivity were also calculated. Apart from the relative values of these variables, verification of the absolute specificity and sensitivity values was corroborated by random colposcopy of 2.6% of the women involved in the study, irrespective of their screening results.

All analyses were performed for the whole study population and separately for women 25--29 years and for women 30 years or over, as well as for women of different age groups. This was done in order to assess differences in diagnostic accuracy mainly for HPV testing in older versus younger women. The diagnostic accuracy indices between tests were compared on the basis of the overlapping of their 95% confidence intervals and with the McNemar's test. Relative risks for harbouring CIN2+ were calculated for HPV test and cytology status using fourfold tables \[[@pone.0119755.ref036],[@pone.0119755.ref037]\]. All analyses were performed with SPSS 22.0 statistical software (IBM Co., New York, United States).

Ethics statement {#sec013}
----------------

The study protocol was approved by the Ethical Committee of the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki. (Protocol number A13719 / 31.08.2010). Our method involves the collection of data from anonymized consenting women. A patient data sheet is filled in by the physician/midwife for each woman enrolled. This sheet is accompanied by a patient information sheet, which every woman reads and signs giving her written informed consent. A unique barcode is then assigned to each participant, which accompanies her sample. If the woman chooses not to participate their encounter details are not recorded. The investigators are asked not to provide written consent to the research body, as this prevents recruited women from remaining anonymous.

Results {#sec014}
=======

The collaborating centres recruited 4,009 women that met the eligibility criteria. The mean age of the women was 39.9 years (Standard Deviation 9.01), and the vast majority of them were white women of reproductive age. Approximately 80% of the women were above 30 years old and 13.8% were postmenopausal. Most of the women (90%) had undergone cervical cytology screening in the past 5 years, and 77% of them were smokers. Only 4% of the women reported having started vaccination against HPV, which was anticipated since HPV vaccination was implemented in Greece in 2008 and was provided free of charge for women up to the age of 26. The complete demographic as well as clinical characteristics of the study population are shown in [Table 1](#pone.0119755.t001){ref-type="table"}.

10.1371/journal.pone.0119755.t001

###### Demographic and clinical characteristics of the study population.

![](pone.0119755.t001){#pone.0119755.t001g}

                                       Eligible women (4009)
  ------------------------------------ -----------------------
  Age (years)                          
      *Mean(SD)*                       39.88 (9.011)
      *Median (range)*                 40 (25--55)
  Ethnic Origin                        
      *White*                          4006
      *Black*                          3
  Post menopausal                      555 (13.8%)
  HPV vaccinated                       160 (4%)
  Smoking history                      
      *Non smoker*                     904 (22.55%)
      *Present smoker*                 3105 (77.45%)
  Pap test in past 5 years             3605 (90%)
  HPV test in past 5 years             200 (5%)
  Colposcopy in past 5 years           361 (9%)
  Study Cytology                       
      NILM                             3785 (94.7%)
      ASCUS or worse                   211 (5.3%)
          *ASCUS*                      119 (3%)
          *LSIL*                       77 (1.9%)
          *HSIL*                       15 (0.4%)
          *Pap result not available*   13 (0.3%)
  HPV test results                     
      *Valid*                          4006 (99.9%)
      *Invalid*                        3 (0.1%)

Of the 4009 women, 16 were excluded either because they did not have an LBC or an HPV test performed. Of the remaining 3,993 women, 604 were referred for colposcopy on the basis of an abnormal cytology (ASCUS or worse, N = 210) or because of 14HR HPV positive result with negative for intraepithelial lesions or malignancy (NILM) cytology (N = 394). However, due to various reasons (non-availability, immigration, unwillingness) colposcopy was not performed on 150 women, so the final analysis included 454 women who underwent colposcopy. In addition, 106 (2.6%) women with NILM cytology who tested HR-HPV negative were randomly assigned to undergo colposcopy to adjust for verification bias. In 93.4% (99/106) of these women the colposcopical findings were within normal limits \[[@pone.0119755.ref033]\]. For the remaining 7 women with abnormal colposcopic impression, the biopsies performed showed in only one case a low grade intraepithelial lesion (CIN1), (i.e.) no CIN2 or worse lesion was missed by either HPV DNA testing or cytology.

The exclusions/non-attenders and the findings after the first screening round are given in the STARD \[[@pone.0119755.ref038]\] (Standards for Reporting of Diagnostic Accuracy) flowchart, which is shown in [Fig. 2](#pone.0119755.g002){ref-type="fig"}. Of the finally included 3,993 women who had both tests, the LBC results were NILM in 3,783 (94.7%), ASCUS in 118 (2.9%), LSIL in 77 (1.9%) and HSIL or ASC-H in 15 (0.4%). The HPV test results were positive in 507 women out of 3,993 (12.7%), of which 109 (2.7%) were positive for HPV 16, and 55 (1.4%) for HPV 18. There were 41 cases of CIN2 or worse finally diagnosed by histology (27 CIN2 and 14 CIN3). The prevalence of CIN2+ was 1.07%. The final diagnosis stratified by screening test result is given in [Table 2](#pone.0119755.t002){ref-type="table"}.

![Flowchart for the liquid-based cytology and HPV DNA test performed on the study population.](pone.0119755.g002){#pone.0119755.g002}

10.1371/journal.pone.0119755.t002

###### Final diagnosis stratified by LBC and HPV test results.

![](pone.0119755.t002){#pone.0119755.t002g}

                                                       LBC+   HPV+   LBC−/HPV−                                   LBC−/HPV+   LBC+/HPV−   LBC+/HPV+   Total
  ---------------------------------------------------- ------ ------ ------------------------------------------- ----------- ----------- ----------- -------
  No Colposcopy[\*](#t002fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}   69     98     3389                                        81          52          17          3539
  Neg Colp / No biopsy                                 61     248    99[\*\*](#t002fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}   212         25          36          273
  Neg Biopsy                                           18     49     6[\*\*](#t002fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}    39          8           10          57
  CIN 1                                                40     71     1[\*\*](#t002fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}    43          12          28          83
  CIN 2                                                13     27     \-                                          14          0           13          27
  CIN 3                                                9      14     \-                                          5           0           9           14
  Total                                                210    507    3389                                        394         97          113         3993

LBC = Liquid based Cytology; HPV = Human Papilloma Virus; Neg Colp = Negative Colposcopy; Neg biopsy = Negative biopsy; CIN 1 or CIN2 or CIN3 = Cervical Intraepithelial Neoplasia grade 1 or 2 or 3.

\* The row: "No Colposcopy" refers to women that did not have a colposcopy

\*\* Cases concerning colposcopies performed for verification bias purposes are not added to the total.

Among the 3,783 women with NILM cytology the prevalence of 14HR HPV infection was 10.4% and the prevalence of HPV 16, 18 and the other 12HR HPV types was 1.3, 0.6 and 7.3% respectively, showing in all age groups a decreasing tendency with increasing age, as an indirect sign of transient HPV infection ([Table 3](#pone.0119755.t003){ref-type="table"}). As far as the group of women with positive cytology (ASCUS or worse) is concerned, the HPV prevalence was 53.6, 36.2, 6.2 and 1.9% for any of the 14 high-risk types, for the 12 high-risk HPV types, for HPV 16 and HPV 18 respectively ([Table 3](#pone.0119755.t003){ref-type="table"}). In this group of women a decrease in the prevalence of the respective HPV types is first noted after the age of 39 years---with the exception of HPV 18 -, an indirect sign of HPV infection persistency, as a probable cause of the abnormal cytology.

10.1371/journal.pone.0119755.t003

###### Prevalence of HR-HPV in Women 25--55 years old with: NILM Cytology and ASCUS or worse Cytology.

![](pone.0119755.t003){#pone.0119755.t003g}

                                         HPV Test Result                                          
  ------------------------------- ------ ----------------- ------ ------ ----- ----- ----- ------ -----
  ***A*. *NILM NILM Cytology***                                                                   
  25--29                          625    77.3              22.7   14.9   3.5   1.4   0.2   1.9    0.6
  30--39                          1080   87.4              12.6   8.5    1.5   0.8   0.1   0.9    0.6
  40--49                          1388   94.0              6.0    4.5    0.8   0.2   \-    0.1    0.3
  50--55                          690    95.2              4.8    4.3    \-    0.3   \-    0.1    \-
  Overall                         3783   89.6              10.4   7.3    1.3   0.6   0.1   0.7    0.4
  ***ASCUS or worse Cytology***                                                                   
  25--29                          77     32.5              67.5   45.5   6.5   \-    \-    11.7   2.6
  30--39                          63     34.9              65.1   42.9   9.5   3.2   1.6   3.2    3.2
  40--49                          58     69.0              30.5   20.7   3.4   3.4   \-    1.7    1.7
  50--55                          12     83.3              16.7   16.7   \-    \-    \-    \-     \-
  Overall                         210    46.2              53.6   36.2   6.2   1.9   0.5   5.7    2.4

HPV = human papilloma virus; HR-HPV = high-risk HPV types; ASCUS = atypical squamous cells of undetermined significance; 14HR HPV(−) = HPV DNA test negative for the pooled 14 high-risk types; 14HR HPV(+) = HPV DNA test positive for the pooled 14 high-risk types; 12HR HPV(−) = HPV DNA test negative for the pooled 12 high-risk types except 16 and 18; 12HR HPV(+) = HPV DNA test positive for the pooled 12 high-risk types except 16 and 18; HPV16(+) = HPV DNA test positive for HPV 16; HPV18(+) = HPV DNA test positive for HPV 18; HPV16(+)/HPV18(+) = HPV DNA test positive for HPV16 and HPV18; HRHPV(+)/HPV16(+) = HPV DNA test positive for the pooled 12 high-risk types except 16 and 18 and for HPV16; HRHPV(+)/HPV18(+) = HPV DNA test positive for the pooled 12 high-risk types except 16 and 18 and for HPV18.

Absolute risk of CIN2 or worse by HPV test result {#sec015}
-------------------------------------------------

Women positive for HPV DNA with normal cytology had an increased risk of harbouring CIN2 or worse. The overall estimated absolute risk for CIN 2 or worse in NILM women who were positive for HPV, ranged from 3.1 (95% CI 1.4--6.5) for 12 HR HPV positivity to 15.0 (95% CI 7.5--27.1) in women who were positive for HPV 16 ([Table 4](#pone.0119755.t004){ref-type="table"}). These women as anticipated had the highest risk, followed by women positive for HPV 16 or 18 \[13.8 (95% CI 7.6--23.2)\] and women positive for HPV 18 only \[12.9 (95% CI 4.2--30.8)\]. The overall risk for 14 HR HPV positivity presented a slight increase, as women got older. This was also the case for the subgroup of HPV 16 or 18 positive women as well as for the 12 HR HPV positive women. Concerning HPV 16 only, the increase of the risk for the development of CIN2 or worse seen in women between 30--39 years old compared to women 25--29 was followed by a decrease for women 40 or older.

10.1371/journal.pone.0119755.t004

###### Impact of HR-HPV on Estimated Absolute Risk of High-Grade Cervical Disease in Women With: NILM Cytology and ASCUS or worse Cytology.
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                          Age Group, years                                                                                      
  ----------------------- ------------------- ------------------- ------------------- ----------------------------------------- -------------------
  ***CIN2 or worse***                                                                                                           
      14HR HPV(+)         5.7 (2.3--12.4)     6.7 (3.3--13.7)     7.7 (2.9--17.8)     0.0 (0.0--15.5)                           6.1 (3.8--9.5)
      HPV16(+)            13.8 (4.5--32.6)    18.2 (6.0--41.0)    12.5 (0.7--53.3)    0.0 (0.0--94.5)                           15.0 (7.5--27.1)
      HPV18(+)            20.0 (3.5--55.8)    6.25 (0.3--32.3)    25.0 (1.32--78.1)   0.0 (0.0--94.5)                           12.9 (4.2--30.8)
      HPV16(+)/HPV18(+)   13.5 (5.1--29.6)    13.9 (5.2--30.1)    16.7 (2.9--49.1)    0.0 (0.0--80.2)                           13.8 (7.6--23.2)
      12HR HPV(+)         1.45 (0.1--8.9)     3.8 (1.0--11.5)     5.7 (1.5--16.6)     0.0 (0.0--16.6)                           3.1 (1.4--6.5)
      14HR HPV(−)         0.0 (0.0--1.0)      0.0 (0.0--0.5)      0.0 (0.0--0.4)      0.0 (0.0--0.7)                            0.0 (0.0--0.1)
  ***CIN2 or worse***                                                                                                           
      14HR HPV(+)         22.5 (11.4--38.9)   16.2 (6.8--32.7)    35.3 (15.3--61.4)   50.0 (2.7--97.3)                          22.9 (15.2--32.8)
      HPV16(+)            16.7 (2.9--49.1)    37.5 (10.2--74.1)   66.7 (12.5--98.2)   \-[\*](#t004fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}   30.4 (14.0--53.0)
      HPV18(+)            66.7 (12.5--98.2)   20.0 (1.0--70.1)    66.7 (12.5--98.2)   \-[\*](#t004fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}   45.4 (18.1--75.4)
      HPV16(+)/HPV18(+)   28.6 (9.6--58.0)    33.3 (11.3--64.6)   66.7 (24.1--94.0)   \-[\*](#t004fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}   37.5 (21.7--56.2)
      12HR HPV(+)         19.2 (7.3--40.0)    8.0 (1.4--27.5)     18.2 (3.2--52.2)    50.0 (2.7--97.3)                          15.6 (8.1--27.3)
      14HR HPV(−)         0.0 (0.0--16.6)     0.0 (0.0--18.5)     0.0 (0.0--10.9)     0.0 (0.0--34.4)                           0.0 (0.0--4.7)

HPV = human papilloma virus; HR-HPV = high-risk HPV types; ASCUS = atypical squamous cells of undetermined significance; 14HR HPV(−) = HPV DNA test negative for the pooled 14 high-risk types; 14HR HPV(+) = HPV DNA test positive for the pooled 14 high-risk types; 12HR HPV(−) = HPV DNA test negative for the pooled 12 high-risk types except 16 and 18; 12HR HPV(+) = HPV DNA test positive for the pooled 12 high-risk types except 16 and 18; HPV16(+) = HPV DNA test positive for HPV 16; HPV18(+) = HPV DNA test positive for HPV 18; HPV16(+)/HPV18(+) = HPV DNA test positive for HPV16 and HPV18; HRHPV(+)/HPV16(+) = HPV DNA test positive for the pooled 12 high-risk types except 16 and 18 and for HPV16; HRHPV(+)/HPV18(+) = HPV DNA test positive for the pooled 12 high-risk types except 16 and 18 and for HPV18

\*No HPV positive cases with ASCUS+ cytology and CIN2+

Concerning women with abnormal cytology result a similar trend for the impact of HR HPV positivity on the risk of developing CIN2+ is observed. That is, the overall absolute risk for CIN2+ for women with ASCUS or worse cytology ranged from 15.6 (95% CI 8.1--27.3) to 45.4 (95% CI 18.1--75.4) for women positive for 12 HR HPV and for HPV 18 respectively. Women positive for HPV 16 showed a higher risk with increasing age ([Table 4](#pone.0119755.t004){ref-type="table"}).

Relative risk of CIN2 or worse by HPV test result {#sec016}
-------------------------------------------------

Positivity for a specific type of HPV plays an important role on the risk of developing cervical abnormalities. The relative risk of CIN 2 or worse by HPV status in women aged 25--29 years or ≥30 years with NILM as well as with abnormal (ASCUS or worse) cytology are provided in [Table 5](#pone.0119755.t005){ref-type="table"}. The non-existence of false-negative 14HR HPV results makes the calculation of the relative risk of different HPV+ results compared to 14HR HPV negative results impossible. However, the relative risk for CIN 2 or worse was highest in cytologically normal women found to be HPV16 positive compared with HPV16 negative women in both age groups. In the group of women with NILM cytology, but also among women with abnormal cytology (ASCUS or worse), this risk was slightly greater in older compared to younger women \[NILM: RR: 47.5 (95% CI 16.2--139.0) vs 32.7 (95% CI 6.2--172.7) and ASCUS or worse: 5.8 (95% CI 2.2--15.1) vs 1.2 (95% CI 0.3--5.1) respectively\]. In contrast, the HPV18-related risk for CIN2+ between these two age groups of women was almost similar and, in addition, among young women with abnormal cytology it was greater than the HPV16-related \[7.0 (95% CI 2.4--20.5) vs 1.2 (95% CI 0.3--5.1)\].

10.1371/journal.pone.0119755.t005

###### Relative Risk of High-Grade Cervical Disease in women 25--29 years old with NILM or ASCUS or worse cytology and in women 30--55 years old with NILM or ASCUS or worse cytology.
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  HPV Test Result                                          Relative Risk of CIN2+ (95% CI)
  -------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------
  ***NILM cytology (women 25--29 years old)***             
  HPV16(+) vs HPV16(−)                                     32.7 (6.2--172.7)
  HPV18(+) vs HPV18(−)                                     20.3 (4.0--102.6)
  HPV16(+) vs 12HR HPV(+)                                  8.5 (0.8--89.1)
  14HR HPV(+) vs 14HR HPV(−)                               \- *(no false negatives)*
  ***ASCUS or worse cytology (women 25--29 years old)***   
  HPV16(+) vs HPV16(−)                                     1.2 (0.3--5.1)
  HPV18(+) vs HPV18(−)                                     7.0 (2.4--20.5)
  HPV16(+) vs 12HR-HPV (+)                                 \- (no cases)
  14HR-HPV(+) vs 14HR-HPV(−)                               \- (no false negatives)
  ***NILM cytology (women 30--55 years old)***             
  HPV16(+) vs HPV16(−)                                     47.5 (16.2--139.0)
  HPV18(+) vs HPV18(−)                                     21.1 (4.9--90.6)
  HPV16(+) vs 12HR-HPV (+)                                 2.3 (0.5--10.7)
  14HR-HPV(+) vs 14HR-HPV(−)                               \- *(no false negatives)*
  ***ASCUS or worse cytology (women 30--55 years old)***   
  HPV16(+) vs HPV16(−)                                     5.8 (2.2--15.1)
  HPV18(+) vs HPV18(−)                                     4.1 (1.4--12.4)
  HPV16(+) vs 12HR-HPV (+)                                 4.1 (1.4--12.0)
  14HR-HPV(+) vs 14HR-HPV(−)                               \- (no false negatives)

HPV = human papilloma virus; HR-HPV = high-risk HPV types; NILM = negative for intraepithelial lesion or malignancy; ASCUS = atypical squamous cells of undetermined significance; 14HR HPV(−) = HPV DNA test negative for the pooled 14 high-risk types; 14HR HPV(+) = HPV DNA test positive for the pooled 14 high-risk types; 12HR HPV(−) = HPV DNA test negative for the pooled 12 high-risk types except 16 and 18; 12HR HPV(+) = HPV DNA test positive for the pooled 12 high-risk types except 16 and 18; HPV16(+) = HPV DNA test positive for HPV 16; HPV18(+) = HPV DNA test positive for HPV 18; HPV16(+)/HPV18(+) = HPV DNA test positive for HPV16 and HPV18; HRHPV(+)/HPV16(+) = HPV DNA test positive for the pooled 12 high-risk types except 16 and 18 and for HPV16; HRHPV(+)/HPV18(+) = HPV DNA test positive for the pooled 12 high-risk types except 16 and 18 and for HPV18; CIN2 = Cervical Intraepithelial Neoplasia grade 2

Test performance {#sec017}
----------------

The performance of every test or combination of tests was assessed by the calculation of sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative likelihood ratio, and positive and negative predictive value. This analysis was performed for the whole study population for the disease threshold CIN2+ or CIN3+ as well as for women 25--29 years and ≥30 years old separately for the disease threshold CIN2+ only.

All cases of CIN2+ were positive for cobas HPV test, therefore at the threshold of CIN2+ HPV testing had a sensitivity of 100% (95% CI 91.4%--100.0%), which was higher than the sensitivity of cytology \[ASCUS+: 53.7% (95% CI 37.4%--69.3%)\] to a statistically significant degree (*P*\<0.05). The sensitivity difference (ASCUS+ cytology---14HR HPV testing) was -0.46 (95% CI: -0.61---0.30). In contrast, the specificity of cytology \[ASCUS or worse: 96.8% (95% CI 96.2%-97.4%), LSIL or worse: 98.8% (95% CI 98.4%--99.1%)\] was significantly higher than the specificity of HPV testing \[90.3% (95% CI 89.3%--91.2%)\] (*P*\<0.05). The specificity difference (ASCUS+ cytology---14HR HPV testing) was 0.07 (95% CI: 0.06--0.08). Testing for types 16&18 only had similar diagnostic accuracy indices to cytology. Positivity for the combination of the two tests (co-testing), that is positivity for either ASCUS+ or 14HR HPV testing, resulted in reduced specificity ([Table 6](#pone.0119755.t006){ref-type="table"}).

10.1371/journal.pone.0119755.t006

###### Accuracy indices for various tests and age groups of the study population.
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  Test                                                       Sensitivity % (95% CI)   Specificity % (95% CI)   PLR (95% CI)         NLR (95% CI)      PPV % (95% CI)       NPV % (95% CI)
  ---------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------ ------------------------ -------------------- ----------------- -------------------- ---------------------
  ***Disease threshold CIN2+ for women 25--55 years old***                                                                                                                 
  **14HR HPV pos**.                                          100.0 (91.4--100.0)      90.3 (89.3--91.2)        10.3 (9.4--11.4)     0.0               10.0 (7.3--13.3)     100.0 (99.9--100.0)
  **HPV 16/18 pos**.                                         58.5 (42.1--73.7)        97.5 (96.9--98.0)        23.4 (16.9--32.4)    0.4 (0.3--0.6)    20,17 (13.4--28.5)   99.5 (99.3--99.7)
  **HPV 16 pos**.                                            39.0 (24.2--55.5)        98.2 (97.8--98.6)        22.1 (14.1--34.7)    0.6 (0.5--0.8)    19.3 (11.4--29.4)    99,33 (99.0--99.6)
  **ASCUS or worse**                                         53.7 (37.4--69.3)        96.8 (96.2--97.4)        17,01 (12.2--23.8)   0.5 (0.3--0.7)    15.5 (10.0--22.5)    99.5 (99.2--99.7)
  **LSIL or worse**                                          41.5 (26.3--57.9)        98.8 (98.4--99.1)        35.0 (22.0--55.8)    0.6 (0.5--0.8)    27.4 (16.8--40.2)    99.4 (99.1--99.5)
  **Cotesting(either 14HR pos or ASCUS+)**                   100.0 (91.4--100.0)      85.8 (84.6--86.8)        7.0 (6.5--7.6)       0.0               6.8 (4.9--9.1)       100 (99.9--100.0)
  ***Disease threshold CIN3+ for women 25--55 years old***                                                                                                                 
  **14HR HPV pos**.                                          100.0 (76.8--100.0)      89.7 (88.7--90.6)        9.7 (8.8--10.6)      0.0               3.4 (1.9--5.7)       100.0 (99.9--100.0)
  **HPV16/18 pos**.                                          78.6 (49.2--95.3)        97.2 (96.6--97.7)        27.7 (20.0--38.7)    0.2 (0.1--0.6)    9.2 (4.4--15.1)      99.9 (99.8--100.0)
  **HPV 16 pos**.                                            57.1 (28.9--82.3)        98.0 (97.5--98.5)        29.2 (17.6--48.4)    0.4 (0.2--0.8)    9.6 (4.2--18.1)      99.8 (99.6--99.9)
  **ASCUS or worse**                                         64.3 (35.1--87.2)        96.5 (95.9--97.1)        18.6 (12.2--28.5)    0.4 (0.2--0.7)    6.4 (3.0--11.8)      99.9 (99.7--100.0)
  **LSIL or worse**                                          57.1 (28.9--82.3)        98.6 (98.2--98.9)        40.5 (24.0--68.5)    0.4 (0.2--0.8)    12.9 (5.7--23.8)     99.8 (99.6--99.9)
  **Cotesting(either 14HR pos or ASCUS+)**                   100.0 (76.8--100.0)      85.2 (84.1--86.3)        6.7 (6.3--7.3)       0.0               2.3 (1.3--3.9)       100 (99.9--100.0)
  ***Disease threshold CIN2+ for women 25--29 years old***                                                                                                                 
  **14HRHPVpos**.                                            100.0 (78.2--100.0)      79.1 (75.7--82.2)        4.8 (4.1--5.6)       0.0               10.3 (5.9--16.4)     100.0 (99.3--100.0)
  **HPV16/18 pos**.                                          53.3 (26.6--78.7)        93.6 (91.4--95.4)        8.4 (4.8--14.6)      0.5 (0.3--0.9)    16.7 (7.5--30.2)     98.8 (97.6--99.5)
  **HPV 16 pos**.                                            40.0 (16.3--67.7)        94.4 (92.3--96.1)        7.2 (3.6--14.4)      0.6 (0.4--1.0)    14.6 (5.6--29.2)     98.5 (97.2--99.3)
  **ASCUS or worse**                                         60.0 (32.3--83.7)        92.1 (89.6--94.2)        7.6 (4.6--12.6)      0.4 (0.2--0.8)    17.0 (8.1--29.8)     98.8 (97.5--99.6)
  **LSIL or worse**                                          40.0 (16.3--67.7)        96.4 (94.5--97.8)        11.2 (5.3--23.8)     0.6 (0.4--0.9)    23.1 (9.0--43.6)     98.4 (96.9--99.2)
  ***Disease threshold CIN2+ for women ≥30 years old***                                                                                                                    
  **14HR HPV pos**.                                          100.0 (86.8--100.0)      92.5 (91.6--93.4)        13.4 (11.8--15.1)    0.0               9.9 (6.6--14.1)      100.0 (99.9--100.0)
  **HPV 16/18 pos**.                                         61.5 (40.6--79.8)        98.3 (97.7--98.7)        35.5 (23.8--53.0)    0.4 (0.2--0.6)    22.5 (13.5--34.0)    99.7 (99.4--99.8)
  **HPV 16 pos**.                                            38.5 (20.2--59.4)        99.0 (98.6--99.3)        38.1 (21.0--69.2)    0.6 (0.5--0.8)    23.8 (12.0--39.4)    99.5 (99.2--99.7)
  **ASCUS or worse**                                         50,0 (29.9--70.1)        97.7 (97.1--98.1)        21.3 (13.7--33.3)    0.5 (0.3--0.7)    14.6 (8.0--23.7)     99.6 (99.3--99.8)
  **LSIL or worse**                                          42.3 (23.3--63.1)        99.2 (98.9--99.5)        54.9 (30.3--99.5)    0.6 (0.42--0.8)   30.6 (16.3--48.1)    99.5 (99.4--99.7)

CIN2+ = cervical intraepithelial neoplasia grade 2 or worse histology; PLR = Positive Likelihood Ratio; NLR = Negative Likelihood Ratio; PPV = Positive Predictive Value; NPV = Negative Predictive Value; HPV = human papilloma virus; 14HR HPV pos. = HPV DNA test positive for the pooled 14 high-risk types; HPV 16/18 pos. = HPV DNA test positive for HPV 16 or HPV 18 or both; HPV 16 pos. = HPV DNA test positive for HPV 16; ASCUS or worse = atypical squamous cells of undetermined significance or worse cytology; LSIL or worse = low grade squamous intraepithelial lesion or worse cytology

At the threshold of CIN3+ HPV testing had a sensitivity of 100% (95% CI 76.8%--100.0%), which was higher than the sensitivity of cytology \[ASCUS+: 64.3% (95% CI 35.1%--87.2%)\] but the difference did not reach statistical significance. The sensitivity difference (ASCUS+ cytology---14HR HPV testing) was -0.36 (95% CI: -0.61---0.07). In contrast, the specificity of cytology \[ASCUS+: 96.5% (95% CI 95.9%--97.1%), LSIL+: 98.6% (95% CI 98.2%--98.9%)\] was significantly higher than the specificity of HPV testing \[89.7% (95% CI 88.7%--90.6%)\] (*P*\<0.05). The specificity difference (ASCUS+ cytology---14HR HPV testing) was 0.07 (95% CI: 0.06--0.08). Testing for type 16 only had similar diagnostic accuracy indices to cytology. Testing for types 16&18 only had at least equal accuracy compared to cytology for CIN3+ but not in a statistically significant degree. The combination of the two tests (co-testing) resulted again in reduced specificity ([Table 6](#pone.0119755.t006){ref-type="table"}).

With the exception of 14HR HPV testing, which has a sensitivity of 100% in both cases, changing the threshold from CIN2+ to CIN3+ has led to an increase in sensitivity and NPV for all tests examined. The largest increase in sensitivity, from 58.5% (95% CI 42.1%--73.7%) to 78.6% (95% CI 49.2%--95.3%), was noted for HPV 16 or 18 positivity. PLR was slightly increased if the threshold was CIN3+ for all tests apart from positivity for the 14HR HPV types, and NLR as well as PPV markedly decreased. Comparison of the diagnostic accuracy of the cobas HPV test to cytology with the McNemar's test revealed a statistically significant difference (*P*\<0.0001).

The addition of HPV testing resulted in 188% more colposcopy referrals than cytology alone (210 cases with ASCUS+ vs 604 cases with ASCUS+ and/or 14HR HPV positive), but also in 86% more cases of CIN2+ detected (22 cases with ASCUS+ vs 41 cases with ASCUS+ and/or 14HR HPV positive). The number of colposcopies needed to detect a CIN2+ after a positive cytology or positive 14HR HPV testing or both (co-testing) was 11.1 \[41 CIN2+ detected after performance of 454 colposcopies (454/41)\], whereas the respective number for 14HR HPV testing alone was 10.0 (409/41) and for cytology (ASCUS+) alone was 6.4 (141/22).

HPV infection in general, and especially asymptomatic or transient HPV infections are more common in younger age groups compared to older, whereas the opposite is the case for the prevalence of high-grade cervical lesions (CIN2 or worse) \[[@pone.0119755.ref039],[@pone.0119755.ref040]\]. Therefore, two separate analyses were performed concerning test accuracy indices for the detection of CIN2 or worse lesions. The first analysis involved women from 25 to 29 and the second women 30 to 55 years old ([Table 6](#pone.0119755.t006){ref-type="table"}). In general, sensitivity of either HPV DNA testing or cytology does not show a statistically significant change between younger and older women, whereas the opposite is observed for specificity, which increased for all tests performed in older women. The specificity of the cobas HPV test was significantly higher in the group of women ≥30 years compared to younger women \[92.5% (95% CI 91.6%--93.4%) vs 79.1% (95% CI 75.7%--82.2%)\] but remained significantly lower than cytology \[97.7% (95% CI 97.1%--98.1%)\]. As expected, a statistically significant increase in PLR was noted in older women concerning all tests. It is noteworthy that regarding PLR, the slight superiority of HPV 16/18 detection compared to positive cytology (ASCUS+) becomes more marked in older women. Changing the onset of screening from 25 to 30 years of age, does not influence sensitivity of the various tests, however it is interesting that both, the specificity and the PLR of HPV testing (14HR HPV) are significantly increased \[90.3% (95% CI 89.3%--91.2%) vs 92.5% (95% CI 91.6%-93.4%) and 10.3 (95% CI 9.4--11.4) vs 13.4 (95% CI 11.8--15.1) respectively\]. Concerning cytology an increase of these two accuracy indices was also noted, however not to a statistically significant degree.

Finally, [Table 7](#pone.0119755.t007){ref-type="table"} summarises sensitivity, PPV, RR and LR for various combinations of HPV 16/18 genotyping and LBC as methods of triage for colposcopy of HPV-positive women for the detection of CIN2 or worse. The sensitivity of cytology alone (ASCUS or worse) as a method of triage of all HPV-positive women was 53.7% (95% CI 37.4%--69.3%) and the PLR was 11.2 (95% CI 8.2--15.4).

10.1371/journal.pone.0119755.t007

###### Performance of various tests combinations for triage to colposcopy of HPV positive women for the detection of CIN2+.
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                                          Sensitivity           PPV                 RR                   PLR
  --------------------------------------- --------------------- ------------------- -------------------- ---------------------
  None (all HPV+ to colposcopy)           100.0 (91.4--100.0)   10.0 (7.3--13.3)    \-                   \-
  ASCUS or worse                          53.7 (37.4--69.3)     10.4 (6.3--14.6)    20.8 (11.4--37.8)    11.2 (8.2--15.4)
  LSIL or worse                           41.5 (26.3--57.9)     18.5 (10.5--26.4)   30.1 (16.7--54.0)    21.9 (14.3--33.5)
  HSIL or worse                           17.1 (5.6--25.6)      46.7 (21.4--71.9)   54.6 (28.9--103.2)   80.5 (30.6--211.68)
  HPV16+                                  39.0 (24.2--55.4)     14.8 (8.1--21.5)    23.1 (12.7--42.0)    16.8 (10.9--25.9)
  HPV16+ or ASCUS or worse                75.6 (65.4--88.8)     10.8 (7.2--14.4)    40.2 (19.9--81.1)    11.7 (9.5--14.5)
  HPV16+ and ASCUS or worse               17.1 (5.6--28.6)      25.0 (9.0--41.0)    29.3 (14.2--60.3)    32.3 (14.5--71.6)
  HPV16+ or LSIL or worse                 65.9 (51.3--80.4)     15.1 (9.9--20.4)    41.5 (22.1--77.7)    17.3 (13.2--22.7)
  HPV16+ and LSIL or worse                14.3 (3.8--25.5)      31.6 (10.7--52.5)   36.0 (17.2--75.4)    44.7 (17.8--111.7)
  HPV16+ or HSIL or worse                 53.7 (38.4--68.9)     18.8 (11.7--25.9)   38.5 (21.4--69.2)    22.4 (15.8--31.7)
  HPV16+ and HSIL or worse                \-                    \-                  \-                   \-
  HPV16+ or HPV18+                        58.5 (42.1--73.7)     15.4 (9.7--21.0)    34.9 (19.1--63.5)    17.6 (12.9--23.9)
  (HPV16+ or HPV18+) or ASCUS or worse    92.6 (91.8--93.5)     10.4 (7.1--13.7)    54.9 (24.5--122.8)   11.3 (9.4--13.5)
  (HPV16+ or HPV18+) and ASCUS or worse   29.3 (15.3--43.2)     32.4 (17.3--47.5)   44.4 (24.6--80.1)    46.4 (25.1--85.9)
  (HPV16+ or HPV18+) or LSIL or worse     78.0 (65.4--90.7)     14.5 (9.8--19.1)    60.9 (29.5--126.4)   16.4 (13.2--20.3)
  (HPV16+ or HPV18+) and LSIL or worse    22.0 (9.3--34.6)      39.1 (19.2--59.1)   48.7 (26.3--90.2)    62.3 (28.6--135.7)
  (HPV16+ or HPV18+) or HSIL or worse     68.3 (54.0--82.5)     17.4 (11.5--23.2)   51.5 (27.2--97.5)    20.4 (15.6--26.6)
  (HPV16+ or HPV18+) and HSIL or worse    7.3 (0.0--15.3)       50.0 (10.0--90.0)   52.7 (22.3--124.5)   96.8 (20.1--465.3)

CIN2+ = cervical intraepithelial neoplasia grade 2 or worse histology; PPV = Positive Predictive Value; RR = Relative Risk; PLR = Positive Likelihood Ratio; HPV = human papilloma virus; ASCUS or worse = atypical squamous cells of undetermined significance or worse cytology; LSIL or worse = low grade squamous intraepithelial lesion or worse cytology; HSIL or worse = high grade squamous intraepithelial lesion or worse cytology; HPV 16+ = HPV DNA test positive for HPV 16; HPV 16+ or HPV 18+ = HPV DNA test positive for HPV 16 or HPV 18 or both.

By combining genotyping with cytology, testing positive for HPV16 or ASCUS+ cytology, as well as testing positive for HPV16 or HPV18 or ASCUS+ cytology had a markedly higher sensitivity of 75.6% (95% CI 65.4%--88.8%) and 92.6% (95% CI 91.8%--93.5%) respectively than ASCUS+ alone, the former being marginally significant and the latter being clearly significant and the highest among all test combinations. By replacing ASCUS+ by LSIL+ or HSIL+, combined with HPV16 testing alone or HPV 16 or HPV 18 or both, a gradual decrease in sensitivity was noted, although all rates were not statistically significantly different than ASCUS or worse cytology alone. Testing positive for HPV 16 or HPV 18 or both, and additionally ASCUS+ cytology would significantly increase PPV and PLR for the histological identification of CIN2+, in comparison to ASCUS+ alone \[32.4% (95% CI 17.3%--47.5%) and 46.4 (95% CI 25.1--85.9) vs 10.4% (95% CI 6.3%--14.6%) and 11.2 (95% CI 8.2--15.4) respectively\]. Similar significant increase in PPV and PLR in HPV 16/18 cases is noted when ASCUS+ is replaced by LSIL+ compared to ASCUS+ cytology alone \[39.1% (95% CI 19.2%--59.1%) and 62.3 (95% CI 28.6--135.7) vs 10.4% (95% CI 6.3%--14.6%) and 11.2 (95% CI 8.2--15.4) respectively\].

Detection of HSIL or worse cytology or HPV 16/18 genotyping for the triage of HPV positive women has a slight, not statistically significant increase of sensitivity and PPV than ASCUS or worse cytology alone \[68.3% (95% CI 54.0%--82.5%) vs 53.7% (95% CI 37.4%--69.3%) and 17.4% (95% CI 11.5%--23.2%) vs 10.4% (95% CI 6.3%--14.6%)\]. However, considering that the PPV of HSIL alone is 46.7% (95% CI 21.4%--71.9%), testing positive also for HPV 16 or 18 or both would result in an almost similar PPV of 50.0% (95% CI 10.0%--90.0%), whereas the sensitivity would drop from 17.1% (95% CI 5.6%--25.6%) to 7.3% (95% CI 0.0%--15.3%)\]. According to that, the addition of HPV 16/18 genotyping to HSIL cytology would not improve diagnostic accuracy concerning triaging HPV positive women.

Finally, no statistically significant changes in relative risk between the different combinations of triage tests used to detect CIN2 or worse cases among HPV-positive women were noted.

Discussion {#sec018}
==========

Many things have changed since 1943 when Papanicolaou and Traut published their paper on the role of the vaginal smear in cervical cancer diagnosis \[[@pone.0119755.ref041]\], leading ultimately to the implementation of cytology in cervical cancer screening programs worldwide \[[@pone.0119755.ref042]\] and subsequently to the reduction of the incidence and mortality due to the disease. However, it seems that the effect of cytology on cervical cancer epidemiology has reached a limit and cannot further easily improve the burden of cervical cancer worldwide. It is worth mentioning that the overall performance of cytology for the detection of CIN2+ cervical lesions in a review of studies from Europe and North America was poor since it presented sensitivity of 53% \[[@pone.0119755.ref043]\] (in our study the sensitivity of cytology alone was 53.7%). Several attempts to improve cytology-based screening have been made including the modification of cytological terminology \[[@pone.0119755.ref032]\], and the implementation of novel techniques such as liquid-based cytology. The latter has not proven to be statistically significantly better than conventional cytology in terms of sensitivity and specificity \[[@pone.0119755.ref044]\], but it has offered a new medium for the cervical cells and hence new possibilities for their molecular examination in the era of HPV DNA testing.

Since the discovery of the role of HPV on cervical cancer \[[@pone.0119755.ref005],[@pone.0119755.ref006]\] many tests have been developed to identify HPV infection, and tested by screening patient groups. It has been shown, that HPV test results predict the risk of cervical cancer and its precursors better and sooner than cytological abnormalities \[[@pone.0119755.ref023],[@pone.0119755.ref045]\]. Thus, apart from the use of HPV DNA testing for triage of borderline cytology, as well as for follow-up after surgical treatment of CIN, HPV DNA testing has been proved as accurate methodology for primary cervical cancer screening, either in conjunction with cytology, as a co-test \[[@pone.0119755.ref046]\], or as a stand-alone test \[[@pone.0119755.ref021],[@pone.0119755.ref035],[@pone.0119755.ref043],[@pone.0119755.ref047]--[@pone.0119755.ref050]\]. Ronco *et al*. taking into account the follow-up data of 176,464 women from 4 European studies have shown that HPV DNA-based screening alone provides a 60--70% better protection against cervical cancer compared to cytology \[[@pone.0119755.ref015]\]. Very recently, Gage *et al*. used data from over one million women aged 30 to 64 years and screened for cervical cancer at Kaiser Permanente Northern California since 2003 and found that, overall, the three-year risk of invasive cervical cancer following a HPV-negative result was much lower than the 3-year risk following a cytology-negative result (11 vs 20, P \< 0.0001) and lower than the 5-year risk following a HPV-negative/cytology-negative co-test (11 vs 14, P = 0.21) \[[@pone.0119755.ref051]\]. Furthermore, in the post HPV-vaccination era, the expected decrease in the prevalence of cervical lesions could lead to a decrease in the performance of cytology as a method of primary cervical cancer screening \[[@pone.0119755.ref052]\]. However, in the present study this could not be evident since the percentage of women vaccinated against HPV was only 4% and HPV vaccination in Greece started at 2008.

On April 2014 the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved the cobas HPV test by Roche Molecular Systems, Incorporated, Pleasanton, California (<http://www.fda.gov/newsevents/newsroom/pressannouncements/ucm394773.htm>) as a stand- alone method for cervical cancer screening. Cobas HPV test is a PCR based HPV DNA test which is among those that have satisfactory performance in terms of sensitivity and specificity for the detection of high grade cervical lesions \[[@pone.0119755.ref053]\]. This test has been validated initially by the research group of Meijer \[[@pone.0119755.ref054]\] and then by the large ATHENA study \[[@pone.0119755.ref010]--[@pone.0119755.ref013],[@pone.0119755.ref055]\], the results of which have shown that its performance was comparable to the Hybrid Capture 2 HPV test (QIAGEN, Gaithersburg, MD) \[[@pone.0119755.ref010]\]. The latter is an established standard worldwide, and served as a comparator in the guidelines for accurate HPV testing methods \[[@pone.0119755.ref055],[@pone.0119755.ref056]\].

The objective of the present study is to compare the performance of HPV DNA testing, using the cobas HPV test as stand-alone cervical cancer screening method, to that of liquid-based cytology. In the present article it is shown that the cobas HPV test has superior sensitivity to cytology (ASCUS or worse) in the detection of CIN2+ and CIN3+ (cytology alone had a sensitivity of 53.7% and 64.3% respectively), whereas HPV testing using the cobas system presented a sensitivity of 100% for both histological thresholds---the absolute 100% is due probably to the fact that the sample tested was relatively small-. This makes the cobas HPV test a more suitable primary screening test, in comparison to cytology, as it would reduce the false negative results, which is the main weakness of cytology-based screening programs as it has been shown in cervical cancer audits. In addition, this study questions the benefit of the simultaneous use of cytology with HPV testing, as there were no cases missed by HPV testing that were picked up by cytology. At the same time the NPV of 14 HR HPV testing both, for the threshold of CIN2+ and CIN3+, as well as for women aged 25--29 years and for women ≥30 years, was 100%, so it could not be further increased by the use of cytology. Thus, according to the results of the present study, and in accordance with the results of the mentioned large studies in Europe \[[@pone.0119755.ref015],[@pone.0119755.ref035],[@pone.0119755.ref047],[@pone.0119755.ref048],[@pone.0119755.ref050]\] and in the USA \[[@pone.0119755.ref051],[@pone.0119755.ref055],[@pone.0119755.ref057]\] HPV testing could be used as a stand-alone primary test for cervical cancer screening.

The increased sensitivity of the cobas HPV test is achieved at the cost of a decreased specificity compared to cytology (ASCUS or worse), and an increased referral rate for colposcopy since 10 colposcopies needed to be performed in order to diagnose one case of CIN 2+ compared to 6.4 in case of cytology. However, HPV testing alone has a smaller referral rate for colposcopy than co-testing (10:11) while offering equal outcome. It is possible that the rather high percentage of HR HPV positive women in the presented study (12.7% of all women and 10.4% of all NILM women) could have contributed to the rather low specificity of the cobas HPV test used (90.3%). In this regard, it is noteworthy that in the American ATHENA trial, where the overall HR HPV prevalence was 10% and the percentage of HR HPV positive NILM population was 8%, the adjusted specificity of HPV testing was 90.2%, similar to the reported herein \[[@pone.0119755.ref011]\].

The sub-analysis performed for women aged below and above 30 revealed that specificity of the cobas HPV test for the detection of CIN2+ was 79.1% (95% CI 75.7%--82.2%) for women between 25 and 29 years old and significantly lower compared to women above 30, for whom the specificity of the test reached 92.5% (95% CI 91.6%--93.4%). It is also noteworthy, that changing the starting age of screening from 25 to 30 years, leads to significant increase on both, specificity and PLR of HPV testing. Therefore, using the test as a method of primary screening only in women 30 or older could drop the referral rate.

It is obvious, that women with transient HPV infection or with cervical lesions that do not need treatment at the time of initial evaluation should be distinguished from women with precancerous or invasive lesions, and in this regard, triaging of HPV-positive women for colposcopy, in order to identify the women at risk, is inevitable. Regarding the time schedule of this approach, it is not clear if a re-evaluation with HPV testing should be performed in 1 or 2 year interval in order to identify the persistent HPV infections \[[@pone.0119755.ref058]\], or if an immediate triage strategy is appropriate \[[@pone.0119755.ref045],[@pone.0119755.ref059],[@pone.0119755.ref060]\].

Cytological triage of a positive HPV test has been primarily proposed as the ideal method of identifying cellular abnormalities in HPV-infected cervices, and consequently as an appropriate method of reducing colposcopy referrals \[[@pone.0119755.ref035],[@pone.0119755.ref058]\]. However, the realization of the different long-term transforming potentials of the various oncogenic HPV types \[[@pone.0119755.ref024],[@pone.0119755.ref030]\] resulted in routine use of molecular tests assessing the presence or absence of the genome of these genotypes, and in particular of HPV 16 and HPV 18, as these types have the highest oncogenic potential, in order to triage HPV-positive women. According to the large ATHENA trial, it has been shown that HPV 16/18 genotyping alone has similar sensitivity to ASCUS or worse cytology alone, and, in addition, the combination of the two tests has a better sensitivity than that of a cytology alone test with a threshold of ASCUS or worse, leading to the conclusion that HPV-based screening strategies with HPV 16/18 genotyping could provide a more efficient modality for cervical cancer screening than cytology-based methods \[[@pone.0119755.ref011]\]. Based on the results of our study (in which all CIN2+ cases tested HPV positive) genotyping for HPV16, HPV 18, or both alone had similar or even better diagnostic accuracy indices compared to LBC (ASCUS or worse) alone for triage to colposcopy of women aged 25 or older who tested positive for HPV \[sensitivity: 58.5% (95% CI 42.1%--73.7%) vs 53.7% (95% CI 37.4%--69.3%) and specificity: 97.5% (95% CI 96.9%--98.0%) vs 96.8% (95% CI 96.2%--97.4%) for identification of CIN2+; sensitivity: 78.6% (95% CI 49.2%--95.3%) vs 64.3% (95% CI 35.1%--87.2%) and specificity: 97.2% (95% CI 96.6%--97.7%) vs 96.5% (95% CI 95.9%--97.1%) for identification of CIN3+\]. Sensitivity as well as specificity of HPV 16/18 genotyping alone compared to cytology (ASCUS+) alone for the detection of CIN2+ between the two age groups of women (25--29 years and ≥30 years) do not differ significantly. However, it should be emphasized that specificity rates increase significantly for both tests in women 30 years or older \[HPV 16/18 genotyping: 93.6% (95% CI 91.4%--95.4%) vs 98.3% (95% CI 97.7%--98.7%) and ASCUS or worse cytology: 92.1% (95% CI 89.6%--94.2%) vs 97.7% (95% CI 97.1%--98.1%) for age groups 25--29 years and ≥30 years respectively\]. In fact, both age groups demonstrated higher specificity for HPV genotyping compared to cytology, but not in a statistically significant degree. Thus, genotyping for these two particular high-risk HPV types, which has been shown to be associated with the majority (\~70%) of invasive cervical cancers \[[@pone.0119755.ref025],[@pone.0119755.ref061],[@pone.0119755.ref062]\], could replace cytology in this triage process, both, in young women (aged 25--29 years), and even better in older women (aged ≥30 years). In the case of the cobas HPV test, this is particularly convenient, because this system for HPV DNA testing allows for the individual genotyping of type 16 as well as of type 18 simultaneously to the detection of the 14-pooled high-risk HPV genotypes.

On the other hand, by using genotyping for HPV 16, or HPV 18, or both as an additional or complementary triage strategy to ASCUS+ cytology in order to detect CIN2 or worse histology in HPV-positive women, it has been shown that the combination of the two tests can markedly improve sensitivity for the detection of CIN2+ \[from 53.7% (ASCUS+ cytology alone) to 75.6% (ASCUS+ cytology and HPV 16 genotyping) and to 92.6% (ASCUS+ cytology and HPV 16/18 genotyping)\]. Sensitivity rates follow similar trend when ASCUS or worse is replaced by LSIL or worse cytology. Testing positive for HPV 16 or HPV 18 or both and additionally ASCUS+ cytology would also significantly increase PPV and PLR for the identification of CIN2+, in comparison to ASCUS+ alone \[32.4% and 46.4 vs 10.4% and 11.2 respectively\]. Regarding cytology of HSIL or worse, the addition of HPV 16/18 genotyping would result in reduced sensitivity and similar PPV, a sign for the relatively low additive value of 16/18 genotyping in HPV-positive women if a HSIL+ cytology result is present.

As a conclusion, triaging of HR HPV positive women with HPV 16/18 genotyping alone has a similar or slightly better performance than using LBC alone, whereas combining cytological indices with HPV 16/18 genotyping results in an even more sensitive method to triage HPV-positive women than either genotyping or cytology alone. The latter, however, can only be achieved at the cost of performing two different diagnostic procedures, (i.e.) HPV 16/18 genotyping and LBC, additionally to the initial HPV testing. On the contrary, genotyping for HPV 16/18 using the cobas HPV test as alternative to cytology for triaging HPV-positive women, can be performed by one sole diagnostic procedure offering concurrently HPV testing and HPV 16/18 genotyping results.

The superior sensitivity of HPV testing is an established finding in the literature, but it has also been shown that there are variations in performance depending on the HPV testing method used and the study population especially between continents \[[@pone.0119755.ref031]\]. Therefore it is essential to study a particular and clinically validated test as the cobas HPV test in a particular population prior to the proposal on HPV testing inclusion in the screening program of the particular country. The present study aims to test the performance of cervical cytology and HPV DNA testing with 16/18 genotyping on a relatively small sample of about 4000 women residing in Greece. This sample is not quite representative of the Greek female population since it consists mostly of women living in urban areas. The centres participating in the study are referral hospitals carrying out also cervical cancer screening for the local population. However, the distribution of the participating centres across the country is more or less acceptable in terms of representation of the Greek mainland. This partly explains the relatively high HPV infection prevalence among the study population that reached 12.7%. The same figure drawn from a study on HPV prevalence using a more representative sample of the Greek female population, tested mainly by Hybrid Capture 2, was 5.8% \[[@pone.0119755.ref063],[@pone.0119755.ref064]\], concordant to HPV prevalence reported for Southern Europe \[5.7% \[[@pone.0119755.ref065]\]; 8.8% \[[@pone.0119755.ref066]\]\], whereas the respective prevalence in the US reported by Castle *et al*. using cobas was 10% \[[@pone.0119755.ref011]\]. It is obvious, however, that the use of different methods for the detection of HPV DNA could play a role in the differences noted concerning HPV prevalence.

The design of our study, in some aspects and in a much smaller scale, is similar to that of the larger ATHENA trial and, based on the respective results, we drew similar conclusions. As weaknesses of our study one can notice the relatively small sample of women tested, as well as the fact that it is more subject to verification bias since double screen negatives were not offered colposcopy, apart from a small fraction of the NILM and HPV-negative women used for verification bias adjustment. Taking in mind that this percentage of double negative women tested was relatively small, there were no cases of CIN2+ found in the random sample of double negative women that had colposcopy, making actual adjustments of the results not necessary. This could cause an overestimation of the HPV test sensitivity but should not affect the relative difference between HPV testing and cytology. Apart from that, the lack of histological verification in all HPV-positive or/and cytology-positive women by using the presence of abnormal colposcopic impression as a prerequisite for the performance of biopsies, as well as the relatively high number of HPV-positive or/and cytology-positive women lost to colposcopy, represent additional limitations in our study, which could cause a diminished identification of women with high-grade disease. This fact could probably affect to some extent the final accuracy of the two screening tests.

As strengths of our study one could note the use of LBC, the fact that all women enrolled had both, HPV DNA testing and cytology performed, that cytology examinations were performed at the corresponding cytology laboratories of the hospitals cooperating in the study reflecting real-life routine laboratory conditions, that cytologists weren't aware of the HPV DNA test results, nor were molecular biologists of the cytology results, that colposcopy and histology were conducted in each of the cooperating hospitals by experienced specialists and pathologists were not aware of the HPV DNA test result. As an additional strength of the present study one could consider the sub-analysis performed for women aged below and above 30, in order to identify the best option for starting age of cervical cancer screening, by assessing the performance of HPV DNA testing with genotyping as well as of LBC for the two age groups.

In summary, our study is the first multicenter trial in Greece evaluating the performance of HR HPV DNA testing with concurrent HPV 16/18 genotyping in comparison to LBC for primary cervical cancer screening. According to our results from the first screening round, HPV DNA testing has much better sensitivity than cytology to identify high-grade cervical lesions (CIN2+ or CIN3+), with slightly lower specificity. Changing the starting age of screening from 25 to 30 years, leads to significant increase on both, specificity and PLR of HPV DNA testing, advocating for its optimal use in women over 30 years of age. Additionally, genotyping for HPV 16 or HPV 18 or both in order to detect high-grade lesions has similar sensitivity and specificity to ASCUS or worse cytology in young (25--29 years) as well as in older women (30--55 years). In conclusion, HPV DNA testing with concurrent individual genotyping for HPV 16, HPV 18 or both, could represent a more accurate methodology for primary cervical cancer screening in comparison to liquid-based cytology.
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